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INTRODUCTION

△ The burden of TKA infection continues to rise due to an aging society.



• Gold standard for infection TKA : 2nd stage revision with antibiotics loaded cement spacer

JY Chung et al. Arthroscopy. 2014

• Mortality : 6 times higher after septic revision (18%) > aseptic revision (3%).  

• Age, higher ASA class, and septic revision were predictors of increased mortality. 

HR Choi et al. Arthroplasty. 2014

• Old age, greater comorbidity, DM, septic revision

⇒ increased risk of mortality after revision TKA. 

• Notably, 1 in 80 patients aged 80-89 years died after revision TKA within 30d.

SaTia T. Sinclair. Arthroplasty today. 2021

INTRODUCTION



• How can we manage the high mortality risk patients of infection TKA?

- Only IV or oral antibiotics  : failure risk ↑, draining sinus, soft tissue problem, general S/E 

- Debridement, Antibiotics and implant retention (DAIR) : alternative Tx. Option  

- Debate on clinical outcomes of DAIR

Open VS. A/S /    DAIR VS. 2nd stage revision

• For High mortality Pt. 

: need to maintain comfortable life by alleviating pain and symptoms rather than improving the disease.

⇒ consider palliative management

• No clinical study of palliative purpose of A/S DAIR

INTRODUCTION

JC  Sherrell et al. CORR. 2011 /Ö  Ö ztürk et al. Arthroplasty 2020



• Assess the infection control rate and clinical outcomes of A/S 

debridement with continuous irrigation for the high mortality risk 

or terminal cancer stage patients.

PURPOSE



• Indication

1) Old age (≥ 80), 

2) terminal status due to malignancy, (2Y < Life expectancy)

3) High risk of mortality and morbidity (e.g., ESRD, LC, CAOD, cardiac valve disease, AAA : Charlson cormobidity index ≥5), 

4) Low daily activity with disabled extremity  or 5) re-infection after 2nd stage revision TKA.

• The need for subsequent A/S re-debridement 

: post OP trends of CRP levels and joint fluid analysis. 

• Infection control  (≠ eradication)

: defined as continuing controlled infection based on clinical and laboratory test by 1 or 2 times A/S

METHODS



(A) Initial finding through SL portal. Lots of infectious debris were found. 

(B) After multiple infectious synovial tissues Bx. / debridement and 

irrigation using SM, AL, AM, PM portal. 

(C) If possible, debridement also performed at draining sinus. 

(D) Continue irrigation while performing knee flexion–extension

motion until the intra-articular space is completely cleared. 

(E) Finally, a continuous irrigation system is placed in the joint cavity   

(infow: SM portal, outfow: SL or AL portal). 

(F) The previous draining sinus completely healed at 3 weeks 

after surgery

SURGICAL PROCEDURE



• Mean age : 79.6 Y (range: 65 – 98)

• Mean symptom period : 16.8d (range: 2-60d)

• Mean time after primary TKA : 6.3 Y (range: 0.8-18Y)

• Mean Charlson cormobidity index : 7.62 (range: 4-12)

• Mean OP time :  61.9m    (both knee: 112.3m)

• Post OP ambulation w/without walker: POD 5.4d (range: 3-12d)

• Normalized CRP : 35.3d  (range: 14-118d)

• Transfusion : none

RESULTS



• Clinical outcomes

: Repeated A/S debridement : 3 cases

- total 3 times A/S debridement : 1 case    

- recur : 1 case  (need 2nd stage revision TKA)

: infection controlled – 19 cases /21  (90.5%)

• 4 patients expired due to underlying medical problems (3: cancer, 1: congestive heart failure)

• No patient was expired due to uncontrolled infection or sepsis.

RESULTS



• A/S DAIR is a good alternative to open DAIR with lower morbidity 

: 1) avoid arthrotomy with damage to the extensor apparatus. 

2) reduce wound healing problems and a faster recovery. 

3) reduced the risk of lots of bleeding and transfusion.

4) in the case of an old TKA, the P/E liner may not be in stock.                              Carlos A. et al. EFORT Open Reviews. 2019

• Comparable outcomes of infection control rate in current study (90.5%)

VS. 2nd stage revision eradication (54-100%, avg. 84.8%)            C. Pangaud et al. EFORT Open Reviews. 2019

• For palliative surgery : minimize injury risk, reduce OP time

⇒ extensive irrigation with ROM action + continuous irrigation

DISCUSSION



• For high mortality risk infection TKA patients, 

A/S debridement with continuous irrigation can be an alternative treatment

that can improve the quality of life during survival.

CONCLUSION
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